Before reading on, please read my ‘DIGGING INTO JIMMY’S SOCKS’
PDF
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/DIGGING_INTO_JIMMYS_SOCKS.php
At the time of writing this pdf [August 2015] Tom Pride has well over 5
million hits on his ‘Pride’s Purge’ blog
https://tompride.wordpress.com/about-2/ but we know sod all about him.
We don’t even know his real name. WTF?
Why is this proud man not proud enough to blog behind his real name?
What is he ashamed/afraid of?
I copy/paste, and, as always, comment in red.
Take a look at this article, dated 11/11/12
http://tompride.co.uk/2012/11/11/child-abuse-scandal-can-of-worms-justwho-is-daily-mail-reporter-david-rose/ I’ll just quote and comment on the
first bit:
“"Oh what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to
deceive"- Sir Walter Scott
Today the Mail on Sunday did a hatchet job on the child abuse
victim Steven Messham in an attempt to discredit him as a witness after
he mistakenly identified Lord McAlpine as his attacker - a mistake
which it now seems was a direct result of misleading information given to
him by North Wales Police.
See this previous article for more information about that:
It was the police – not the BBC – who wrongly named Lord McAlpine in
abuse allegations
I make no apology for telling you my heart went out to Mr Messham
when I read the Mail on Sunday piece attacking him. It seemed to me he
was being abused all over again.
The article in the Mail on Sunday is clearly an attempt on the part of
sections of the British establishment to strike back at allegations
which potentially could bring down some of its most powerful
members, and Mr Messham is probably just collateral damage in their
eyes.

But what's most interesting for me about the disgusting article is its
author - a man called David Rose.
Who is he?”
So Tom Pride’s heart went out to Steve Messham. No it didn’t. He’s
lying. If he cared one jot about Steve Messham and all the other CSA
victims he would be making the points and asking the questions that I
do. See my pdfs: ‘AN ELITE PAEDOPHILE RING’
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/AN_ELITE_PAEDO_RING_AND_THE_ABU
SE_OF_CHILDREN_IN_THE_NORTH_WALES_CARE_SYSTEM.php
and ‘FIONA OF THE FORGED LETTER’
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/FIONA_OF_THE_FORGED_LETTER.php
Tom Pride, just like all the other nonce protecting Spiveyite super trolls
has plumbed new depths in dishonesty, mendacity, hypocrisy and allround moral depravity.
What side on the fence does he sit regarding the Hollie Greig story?
Well, just like all the other great pretenders, he too doesn’t give a fig
about the injustice to so many wrongly accused of raping Hollie, and
those wrongly named as victims; neither does he care one iota about the
scandalous rape of the public purse.
This was my mass mail out in March 2013
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/Email_sent_to_the_Truthers_of_the_alternat
ive_media_re_controlled_opposition..php The arrogant prick replied:
“What’s the NWO?” So much for his help in trying to stop it! What more
needs to be said really?
Now take a look at this article dated 14/11/12
https://tompride.wordpress.com/2012/11/14/steven-messham-is-not-justa-child-abuse-victim-hes-a-hero/
“There is a war going on.
It’s a war played out in the media, on our televisions and on the
internet – a war between information and disinformation, between truth
and lies, between powerful establishment ‘fixers’ and ordinary citizens –
but the casualties are real.

People have been hurt, people have even died, but some – bruised,
tortured, battered to an unbelievable degree – have amazingly managed
to survive.
Child abuse victim, Steven Messham is one of those who is still
standing.
Just.
Because, as part of this war, last week, the Mail on Sunday did a hatchet
job on Steven in an attempt to discredit him as a witness. Yes it did.
But you Tom Pride pushed the knife in deeper and gave it a good twist,
because you failed utterly, abysmally and deliberately to do anything
about it.
Just below, you give us a link to your article – who is David Rose? And
the answer to that is ... “So will the real David Rose please stand up?
Come out come out David, whoever you are.” Tom Pride, you are a piss
taking child abusing smug bastard. You, the one who claims the moral
high ground and says “it seems he was being abused all over again” are
every bit as guilty of the re-abuse of Steve as Rose the rat. And
everyone who protects paedophiles with their cowardly silence are just
as guilty of abusing children as the perpetrators of the crime.
To ignore evil is to encourage it, and to keep quiet about it is to help
promote it. Failure to speak out against and oppose evil is a failure to
obey God. Believers are to expose the works of darkness. We are to
confront sin with intolerance. “Do not participate in the unfruitful deeds
of darkness, but instead even expose them” (Ephesians 5:11).”
You are a pathetic shameful disgrace, Tom Pride. No wonder you hide
behind that silly pseudonym.
I don’t know David Rose from Adam, but that didn’t stop me taking the
time to painstakingly scrutinise, analyse and comment on his lengthy
propaganda piece. I should imagine you are a highly educated, highly
qualified and well connected man. Spooks usually are. I, on the other
hand, am just an ordinary hardworking mum, with a regular job,
struggling to make ends meet; who sincerely and passionately cares
about injustice.
You didn’t even attempt to comment on any of Rose’s hit piece. All you
can say is:

The article was almost entirely made up of spin, half-truths and
downright lies. Yes it was. But what did you do about it? NOTHING. It
was also written by a well-known establishment ‘fixer’ – David Rose –
who was so confident that his attempt to discredit Steven would succeed
he didn’t even bother to write under a pseudonym – despite the fact he
must have known some of us would recognise his name. You’re making
yourself look like a right gutless twerp Tom. What does it matter if
anyone recognises his name? He’s a mainstream media journalist;
that’s all that matters. None of them need to hide behind pseudonyms.
[In my opinion anyone serious about exposing the corrupt people who
protect prominent paedophiles doesn’t hide behind anything. There is
nowhere to hide. Our protection is God.] Anyone who works for the
mainstream media has the full weight and protection of the Masonic
machine behind them. That article was written by Rose and his cocollaborator and fellow nonce protector Bob the wolf Woffinden; and I
suspect one or two other unidentified Masonic entities were behind that
piece too. That’s because it was a carefully constructed Masonic
masterpiece. It had to be; it was intended for a massive audience. Of
course it would succeed.
See this previous article for more information about Rose:
Child abuse scandal can of worms – just who is Daily Mail reporter
David Rose?
The Mail is powerful. Actually people who trust in God completely are
more powerful. The members of the establishment who are paying
people like David Rose to ‘fix’ things for them are also powerful. They
only seem to be at this moment in time; because Satan is strong on
earth right now. But that isn’t going to last.
In fact, for centuries these people have been so powerful they have
always managed to cover-up their own wrongdoings, because the
means of information and disinformation has always been in their hands
– the television, the newspapers, the politicians, the courts. So they
always won.
Until now.
The power of the internet has changed everything and for once there is
a real opportunity that truth can overcome the spin, the lies and the
cover-ups, because for once – maybe for the first time ever – ordinary
people now have the tools to fight back. Hallelujah.

That’s why we have to show the ‘fixers’ they no longer have a free hand
to spread disinformation at will. We have to show them that the world
has changed by making sure the truth about Steven Messham is known.
Yes we do; and we do that by exposing the ‘alternative media’ fixers –
the filthy fake Tom Pride and his filthy fellow Spiveyite super trolls.
There is absolutely no doubt that Steven Messham was abused and
raped as a child. Two of the leaders of the children’s home he was in
were convicted and jailed for abusing the children under their care there.
The convicted abusers also happened to be fellow golf club members
and friends of a cousin of Lord McAlpine – Jimmie McAlpine – who lived
nearby and is most likely one of the ‘rich’ men Steven remembers
abusing him.
Not surprisingly, Steven’s abuser didn’t introduce himself formally and
give him his exact name while he was raping him. Tom Pride you are a
thoroughly loathsome lying puffed up patronising little man. Steve knew
who his abusers were. He makes that clear in his TV testimony. He
said one of them was “THE PROMINENT TORY MEMBER FOR
ONE”. That was NOT Jimmie McAlpine. When asked how he knew
who the man was, he says “HE TOLD ME WHO HE WAS for a start
and number two that he would have me killed if I spoke out”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gJJ2_HGodi4
See this Mirror piece http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/north-walespaedophile-scandal-photographic-1426356:
“Mr Messham says photos captured lots of men raping boys, including a
prominent Conservative figure he accuses of abusing him.
He says he could see men’s faces clearly, but the police said they could
not identify them from the pictures. More on that in my ‘Elite Paedo
Ring’ pdf.
Ms Griffiths who worked for Clwyd Council in the inquiry office on the
1994 Jillings and on the Waterhouse inquiry was asked: “Messham
talked about photos that he had of abuse taking place. Do you know
what happened to them?”
“We were supplied with copies of court documents…there was an order
made for the book of photos to be destroyed.
“So Messham’s photos of alleged abuse…were destroyed?

“They were. Well that’s what’s in court papers – official documents.””
The McAlpine family tree is fiendishly complicated and it was the police
who wrongly gave Steven the name of Lord McAlpine in the
abuse allegations. See my ‘Elite paedo ring’ about that.
See here for how similar the two men are.
But Steven’s suffering unfortunately didn’t even stop when he left the
care home. He was also later wrongly accused of fraud – another
obvious attempt by the establishment to shut him up – but he was
completely cleared of all charges. Indeed, if Steven had enough money
of his own – I’m sure he would now be suing the Mail on Sunday and
David Rose for libel for suggesting otherwise. What’s stopping you, Mr
proud man, arranging some fundraising for Steve to sue? You
apparently have a large following, if all your readers donated a quid,
you’d soon have the reddies.
In any case, Steven and all the other CSA victims will get justice. It’s not
a matter of if, it’s when. God will decide.
The truth is that Steven Messham is a remarkable man – a survivor who
has taken on the might of the establishment and is still standing. That’s
God’s doing. Steve tried to commit suicide several times; but God had
other ideas.
I take my hat off to him. He’s a stronger man than I am you can say that
again. Tom, you cannot even call yourself a man. You are an utterly
reprehensible sub-human – and a better man than all those seeking to
blacken his name in order to preserve their comfortable status quo. The
proud man Tom is a hypocrite of the highest degree.
So if you have a blog, write about it – reblog this article if you don’t want
to write it yourself – and if you’re on Twitter or Facebook or Google+ or
whatever – share share share. Oh don’t you worry, Tom Pride; the
whole world is gonna know the whole truth about you and your evil little
gang. And your real name will be in the hall of shame.
This time, let’s make sure we don’t allow the lies and the spin and
the disinformation to win. God will make sure of that. God will also
deal with all you traitorous CointelPro Spiveyite monkeys. Make no
mistake.

For more information on the disinformation campaign being waged to
discredit child abuse investigations, see these excellent blogs: All the
following blogs are propagators of disinformation.
RICO SORDA
THE SLOG
ZOOMPAD’S BLOG
JUSTICE DENIED
STUART SYVRET BLOG
.
Please help to counter the disinformation campaign against child abuse
victims by sharing this with as many people as possible. Thanks:”
Have a look at Pride’s post dated 13/5/13. I’ll just comment on the first
half.
https://tompride.wordpress.com/2013/05/13/how-i-got-caught-up-in-acyberwar-over-victims-of-child-sexual-abuse/
“A lot of people have been somewhat mystified by the extreme reaction I
received after writing a blog post about what happened when I asked a
journalist how she managed to ‘trace’ the personal phone numbers and
home addresses of Twitter users. He’s talking about the proven liar and
distinguished disinformation agent and fellow Spiveyite super troll
Sonia Poulton.
In short, I was subjected to days of insults, aggressive trolling and even
threats of violence by a small group of the journalist’s supporters as well
as a very specific threat of libel from the journalist herself. Tom Pride is
describing a Masonic engineered and executed play act that he and his
team of trolls have been engaging in.
Well, it seems I had unwittingly walked right into the middle of a vicious
on-line cyberwar between supporters and detractors of Steven Messham
– the victim of child abuse who was wrongly given the name of Lord
McAlpine as one of his abusers by North Wales Police. Tom is talking
about a pretend cyberwar - between his fellow conspirators. See my
comments on the ‘Back to Black’ article in my pdf on Will Black
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/WILL_BLACK.php It is not pretence though
when genuine victims/whistleblowers inadvertently [deliberately on the
part of the trolls] get caught up in their game. Real
victims/whistleblowers cop real bullying and threats.

The personal phone numbers and home addresses the journalist in
question had managed to trace were of Twitter users who had actively
supported Steven Messham during the difficult time after he had wrongly
identified Lord McAlpine. Note the sly reinforcing of the message that
Steve had got the wrong name; that Lord McAlpine is innocent. See my
pdf on Adeybob [p16] http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/ADEYBOB.php
As for Steve, none of these twitter twats supported him. Some only
pretended to do so; just as Tom Pride only pretends. All of these trolls
answer to their Masonic overseer, who writes the ongoing script.
The journalist Spiveyite super troll Sonia Poulton seems to have aligned
herself with a faction of activists other Spiveyite super trolls [in reality
socks] who regard Messham as a liability – or worse – to the cause
of rooting out historical child sexual abuse in care homes. The
powerful propagandising smart suits have painted a grossly false picture
of Messham. He’s portrayed as Messham the embellisher; a fame
hungry, money grabbing fantasist. In short a non-credible witness.
This is what Spiv, his pal Icke and their pal Jimmy say about Steve
Messham on Spiv’s 6/12/12 post:
“David Icke on the other hand has suggested that Messham could well
be not who he claims to be, as has the Renegades Blog:
I have it on excellent authority that there are real and serious problems
with Steve Messham’s story…and I’m talking about from people who
were in the home with him…I suspect that he was used to discredit

other victim testimonies and that is looking increasingly likely.
Jim Jones
DECEMBER 6, 2012 @ 12:53 PM
Hi Chris, good post and thanks for the link. David Icke and myself are on
the same page as this, and Messham? God only knows what his
motives are. Keep on keeping on my friend…” http://chrisspivey.org/theycan-run-but-they-certainly-cant-hide/
The PTB [high ranking unidentified masons] have created ‘Team
Outlaw’. The purpose of this is to prevent genuine voices of opposition
sussing out the real enemy. As readers of the ‘alternative media’ know,
all political parties serve the same master. We have a similar scenario
here – people who are seemingly at odds with each other [such that
Jimmy Jones – who’s sock puppet ‘Jane Russell’ is, according to Spiv

Sonia Poulton {more on that coming up} has his own gang, and a blog
called ‘Kevin Green’ has been set up to counterattack] are in fact serving
the same master – the same one that Chris Spivey serves.
You have to marvel at how brilliant the psy-op specialists are at keeping
us in the dark, confused and contained.
Now take a look at this Outlaw article dated 26/4/14
http://outlawjimmy.com/current/no-pride/ I won’t quote all of it though.
Jimmy Jones says:
“It appears that the mysterious Tom Pride, he of the ‘Prides Purge’ blog
has made an appearance on Facebook again.
It may be wholly a coincidence that he has crawled out from whatever
dank hole he has been hiding in, to champion his internet buddies from
being exposed for what they really are. That’s rich coming from troll
extraordinaire Jimmy!
So what is that we really know about ‘Man of the people’ Thomas Pride?
Not a great deal as it goes.
He is a shadowy, apparently enigmatic figure, that leaves barely a
trace on the internet as to his identity.
Nothing suspicious there, as many people, especially in the political or
media arena frequently scrub their internet histories, and re-write
history lest any past misdemeanors or nefarious activity happens to
rear it’s ugly head. Indeed they do; don’t they Jimmy.
But Tom has not been as scrupulously clean and saintlike as the online
image he desperately tries to portray. That is absolutely true. Not that
Jimmy is the best candidate to form a judgement on saintliness!
What is clear though, is Toms affinity for and gushing praise for his
beloved Labour Party. So how does Jimmy know so much about the
proud man? Why doesn’t Jimmy show us some evidence of Pride’s
links to Labour? If it’s true, then that would be more proof he’s a
phoney; as no politician is independent. They’re all answerable to a
higher power – freemasonry.

In fact he goes strangely quiet when asked about his feelings about the
alleged Paedophiles among the left-leaning side of the political
spectrum. Where is his evidence of that?
Still, no political party are entirely squeaky clean are they?
What is more worrying however, is his open support for online trolls,
bullies, abusers and stalkers. Jimmy’s in a league of his own for
hypocrisy. He, Pride and the rest of the degenerate Spiveyites troll,
bully, abuse, stalk, threaten ... for a living.
He hasn’t libelled me in any way, as I do not give a damn about what he
spouts about me, but the accusation that the Journalist Sonia Poulton
was sacked by the Daily Mail after his inference that she was a phone
hacker, has quite obvious legal implications even to my tired old eyes.
Even after I told him numerous times on Twitter that it was in fact me,
that supplied the phone number of the troll to Ms Poulton, Pride
repeatedly refused to acknowledge it.
No, what Tom Pride did was to continue to lie and attempt to whip
up support among his ‘supporters’ who were only too eager to
attack any Journalist as it occurred immediately following the Leveson
enquiry.
This is more of the same masonic ‘pulling the wool over the public’s
eyes’. I’ll explain at the end of this article.
More hits for the blog Tom? That is how all shills play down their evil
roles – it’s just egotism. These people are not harmless egotists.
They’re the absolute dregs of society. They’re all narcissistic,
machiavellian, psychopathic, and sadistic. And they’re out to destroy
us and everything we hold dear.
A far more disturbing side of Tom’s character came out in a later piece
on his blog, ‘The Trolling of Tom Pride’ where he quite eloquently made
an empassioned plea to be seen as a victim after receiving what he
maintained were ‘Death Threats’. No shill ever suffers any threat; let
alone a death threat. They just pretend that they do. Only genuine truth
warriors suffer hardship and threats.
They were, (and I would have to agree) pretty vile in their content and
appear to carry an obvious threat.
But, the person who wrote them, is none other than the same
specimen who has been stalking both myself and my family for
more than a year. Why the mystery? Why doesn’t Jimmy name this

person? It is Janette Scharenborg. See my pdf on her
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/JANETTE_SCHARENBORG.php
Tom Pride knows only too well who it is, (although he removed the
identity of the Tweeter) but what is rather odd about it, is that this
abusive tweeter (my current stalker) and Tom Pride are now the
best of friends…. on Twitter at least. Well according to the masonic
charade they’re on the same team. Of course, who knows in real life if
shills - who are supposedly friends with each other - actually are. Who
cares? It doesn’t matter; what matters is that they’re all serving the
same masonic master; which means they’re all serving Satan ultimately.
Exchanging daily pleasantries and promoting each others blogs etc.
So either Tom Pride is one of the most forgiving and fair-minded people
it is possible to be, or it was a complete fraud to make Tom Pride appear
to be a ‘victim’. Both these ‘men’ [I’m reluctant to call them that] are
complete frauds.
After all, he did pitifully write that he was one of the most “Trolled People
Online.” The only people who get trolled online are the real opposition
i.e. those people who genuinely strive for truth and justice; such as the
genuine CSA victims.
So which is it Tom?”
Now take a look at Spivey’s 7/8/15 post http://chrisspivey.org/i-am-isaid/#more-28725 whereby we see he’s now saying that Jimmy’s sock
‘Jane Russell’ is Sonia Poulton. Before I comment on that I’m just going
to explain again who is really pulling the strings. I’ve said it many times I can’t stress it enough - you have to remember that high level
freemasonry controls all agents for the NWO. So Spivey and his
support network are also controlled by high up masons. I would wager a
bet that Spiv’s mods – Gallows, Wolfie, Dogman and ‘Fuck The State’
are high ranking masons and are the people who actually write his
articles. We will never know their identities. [Notice in the email Spiv
shows us ‘RE Who’s Who?’ in his 7/8/15 article Dogman’s name is

redacted:

Incidentally re that email, Spiv says “Jimmy had put Gary forward as the
new tech-guy in order for Gary to destroy it” and “Course, when it
became obvious that Gary was doing more harm than good I sacked him
which ended up in an argument on Twitter a few months down the line.
Notice the sly bastard doesn’t let us know what Gary has to say for
himself. And it was during the course of this argument that out of the
blue, Gary suddenly totally changed tact by admitting what we here on
the site had already come to suspect, namely that Jones is a wrong un:”
So tell us Spiv, at what point exactly did Gary ‘suddenly change tack’,
and at what point exactly did you decide that Jones was a wrong un?

I’m wondering if Gary was not sacked but left on his own accord. He
might have been a genuine and decent guy and, on the realisation Spiv
was in cahoots with traitor Jimmy, and thus himself a lying piece of shill
shit, decided he didn’t want to have anything to do with Spiv. Notice
we’re not privy to the date that Gary sent that email.]
Take a look at the date on the following email – 6/10/13. So Gary was
new on the scene then. Now take a look at my ‘Digging into Jimmy’s

socks’ pdf to see the timeline of the great Spivey/Jimmy faked fallout. In
Jan 2013 Spiv was getting warnings about Jimmy ...

Back to Spiv’s moderators; I would not be surprised if they also write or
contribute to the articles that we see on Outlaw’s blog and on the blogs
of the other support sites - Laverty’s, the Colman Experience, the
Raccoon, the Needle, Pride’s Purge, the Slog, Kevin Green ... Also,
these mods, in collaboration with other high up unidentified masons and
the Spiveyite trolls themselves, will be the people making almost all of
the follow on comments – on all the Spivey support sites - whilst hiding
behind inventive pseudonyms masquerading as ordinary members of
the public.
I do not know who the genuine people are [apart from Messham] who
innocently got caught up with the ‘twitter’ gang. Jimmy Jones tried to
portray me as being involved – and taking the side of Janette
Scharenborg [see my pdf on her]. I am aware, however, that currently
Tom Cahill has been ensnared by Jimmy. That was a deliberate plan,
orchestrated by the Masonic hand, and began the minute Tom had
narrated my Spivey arrest debunkathon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3H3UyuMdzEs in Sept 2014. Tom

was the main person the masons had to neutralize, as he was starting to
make waves. According to Spivey, Tom is now best mates with Jimmy,
and if you take a look at the Outlaw blog you will see that Tom is under
the impression that Jimmy is the real deal
http://outlawjimmy.com/charlatans/here-there-be-monsters/ No-one
could blame Tom for being taken in by Jimmy; after all JJ is seemingly
Spiv’s number one enemy. This is how cleverly high level masons
manipulate and control the genuine opposition. This manoeuvre serves
two purposes 1] By association with Tom, Jimmy Jones gains credibility
and 2] By the same association Tom is neutralized – people who
suspect Jimmy start wondering if Tom is on the level. By the same
token, Tom would have had even greater impact if he knew Jimmy
[Spiv’s right hand man, despite them trying to kid us otherwise] was a
shill and was exposing him as one. This is exactly what happened to me
when I allowed Charlie Foulkes to worm her way into my affairs. She
gained credibility by association with me - a genuine opposition voice;
and at the same time my voice lost its impetus.
Tom doesn’t realise it, but by teaming up with Jimmy, his forthright and
powerful honest voice has now been temporarily neutralised. This is
because, now that Jimmy is [deliberately] being seemingly convincingly
discredited, anyone who supports him will naturally be tarred with the
same brush. Spivey himself says that given all the proof “anyone now
siding with Jones HAS to be a wrong-un.” This is why it is imperative
that genuine opposition voices at all times guard against being outfoxed
by these shrewd operators. That said the discrediting of someone by a
proven liar actually carries no weight in real terms.
The silencing - by neutralisation or some other way - of the real
opposition is necessary for the NWO malevolent psychopaths to
progress their evil plans. In order for them to succeed, they must
protect their agents. Spivey looked in danger of going under; but
somehow he’s still hanging on. Jimmy Jones is in no immediate danger
of being thoroughly exposed - all thanks to the neutralising of Tom
Cahill.
Incidentally it is not surprising that Spivey is back online so soon after he
announced his retirement. He really could not be seen to be admitting
defeat. It could never really be ‘THE END’ as he so spectacularly
announced on 31/7/15, as that would just validate everything the
genuine opposition such as me and Tom have been saying. The
masons are never going to allow that. Not that everything on his site
has been reinstated; a lot of his articles are no longer accessible; for

example all but 3 of his 2014 articles have been deleted – on the pretext
of the trial Judge’s orders. I hardly think virtually the whole of 2014
contains ‘all offending material’. Notice he doesn’t show us any court
documentation specifying the offensive posts. In actual fact, the
‘Transcript of the harassment trial’ that he publishes isn’t a transcript of
proceedings at all; it is a summary written by someone who has no
doubt put an enormous amount of Spivey spin on. More on that in my
Spivey update [July – November 2015]
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/UPDATES_ON_SPIVEYS_ILLEGAL_ARRE
STS.php So, from that, we can conclude that sad bastard Spiv, despite
his army of helpers [most of whom are unidentified and have the backing
of the all powerful Masonic machine] is now reduced to censoring his
own writing!
That aside, does Spivey come back and answer his critics in any way?
Does he prove anything he says is true? Does he address any of the
points Tom and I have made or answer any questions? Hell no. With all
his puff and bluster all he can manage is name calling. And even that is
not directed primarily against the real opposition. All he can do is up the
ante in the pretend war he has going on with his pretend arch rival
Jimmy. Just like all shills, all Spivey has in his armoury is pretend
fighting with his friends, and an increasing pile of pathetic lies, a whole
load of obfuscation, lots of intentional vagueness and masses of
confusion.
The freemasons are getting pretty desperate now, as more and more
people are cottoning on to what is really going on; and are not accepting
it. There is a real drive now for full disclosure of truth, for justice and
ultimately for liberty. Increasing numbers of us are boldly taking the nononsense approach and finding clever and effective ways of challenging
the corrupt and evil ones. This shifting balance of power is very evident
in the way the cointelpro agents are being forced to rethink their chess
moves. For example re the Hollie Greig story, see my ‘Hampstead psyop’ pdf http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/THE_HAMPSTEAD_HOAX_PSYOP.php and my ‘Digging into Jimmy’s socks’ doc for my comments on
Jimmy’s ‘Bats out of Hell’ article [more on that coming up]; see also my
pdf on ‘Gojam’ http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/GOJAM.php [re McKenzies,
Hemming, Elm Guest House ...] The masons’ latest desperate move is
re Spivey’s nonsense about Sonia Poulton; which I will come to.
The masons cannot let their main man Chris Spivey fall. They’re
desperate to convince us that he’s kosher. So Jimmy is now being
portrayed as the ‘wrong un’. The masons have made him look like a

complete tool - a devious snidey scum of the earth paedoprotecting
psychopathic troll. When you sell out to the masons you HAVE to go
along with whatever they want from you – and if that makes you look like
a complete imbecile or a pathological and compulsive liar, so be it. A
few months back Spiv’s attacks on him were insipid compared to what
they have become. Jimmy is now overtly being portrayed as a prolific
delusional malignant narcissistic fame-seeking self aggrandizing nonce
protecting NWO sell out. He’s all those things anyway [as Spivey and all
NWO gatekeepers are] but such characteristics are usually hidden,
courtesy of Masonic influence. The masons can just as swiftly reveal
their agents for what they actually are though; when they feel the need.
And so it is with Royden James Jones.
But there’s a twist; because the masons are not genuinely sacrificing
agent Jones. It is a discrediting game.
So let’s look at how the Spivey puppet discredits the Jimmy Jones
puppet. Remember agents never genuinely discredit each other. If any
of them ever decided to do that, they would have to grow balls of steel,
and truly find Jesus - to give them the strength to carry through. From
what I know of these cointelpros they’re all far too cowardly to grass on
each other. Spivey is no different. He isn’t genuinely exposing Jimmy.
If he was to do that he would have to make a direct challenge to his
Masonic master. That aint gonna happen. This is a long running
Masonic charade, with the script being written daily. Like everything
else, it’s just an illusion, for the unsuspecting public. It is a very clever
ruse; and to anyone who is not familiar with Masonic machinations, it’s
very believable. And it’ll be enough to get Spivey off the hook ... for
now! Put it this way, if someone like Tom Cahill can be fooled by Jimmy
[and JennieJenJen – more on ‘her’ coming up], you can see why Spivey
is still standing ... just.
Ha ha, talking of standing, this is what Spivey said during one of his
rants [10/10/14]: “Tom Catpooo, the government paid, feces
obsessed jungle junkie who is incapable of processing the most
basic of facts, Sharon Zeki, the god obsessed stupid slag who can’t
stand rejection and writes needy shite poetry in adoration of the
paedophile Michael Jackson, Charlie Fucks, the pathetic wannabe
who never will be, but does a nice line in bullshit & thinks the
world owes her a living and Jane Russell, the acid tongued,
hypocritical ice bitch who never did anything for anyone except
slag them off – I am going to expose you all for the lying shite
scumbags that you really are… Moreover, I am not going to do it

with guesses, lies or distorted facts. Lies and distortions are all
you know Spiv. I am going to do it with printed proof show us it
then and I am going to be scathing… Oh, and I’m not finished with
you yet JJ, ya fucking two faced, back stabbing, paedophile
protecting cowboy. Notice how me and Tom, the only genuine
opposition are mixed in with the cointelpro agents – and one of
those names – Jane Russell isn’t even a real person, but Jimmy’s
sock. And notice Spivey [under instruction from his Masonic
handler] brings Charlie Foulkes into the mix. The only reason they
did that is because they know that I know she is an agent; also they
know that Tom is not aware of who she is. In fact it would not
surprise me if Charlie has been working her poison on him;
something he will have been totally oblivious to. As for ‘Jane’, the
masons know that Tom doesn’t yet realise ‘she’ is Jimmy. This is
evident by the exchanges ‘Jane’ has been having with Tom in the
comments section under his videos.
Phew, what a carry on.
None of you have done fuck all except slag others off and foster
mistrust in the Alternative Media. So let’s see who is still standing
tall at the end shall we?”
http://darrenlaverty.blogspot.co.uk/2014/10/spiv_11.html
One thing’s for sure, he certainly won’t be standing at the end.
Talking of the ‘Alternative Media’ this is what he says in his 7/8/15
article: “Indeed, there is no doubt whatsoever in my mind that Poulton
has a mandate to destroy the Alternative Media.” So why doesn’t he
expose Sonia Poulton properly, for example by providing a link to Jon
Stevenson’s brilliant expose of her? Why doesn’t he make the points
that I do re Sonia on my ‘Scharenborg’ pdf? The answer to that is: for
the same reason he doesn’t grass his mate JJ up. Spiv is only playing
remember. He can’t really expose his team of little helpers; he’s paid to
keep Sonia’s dirty little shill secret.
The A/M – if we ever had such a thing - has long been destroyed;
courtesy of infiltrated enemy agents like him and his super troll team; of
which Sonia is a member.
When I read the Masons’ latest shite – about Sonia Poulton - my jaw just
hit the floor and stayed there for several minutes. I am staggered that
Spivey is able to unblushingly spew such garbage. Then again he has
no choice in what he puts his name to. Just like Jimmy, Spivey too is

bending over and allowing the masons to fuck him up the arse. This is
what he says:“And then it suddenly dawned on me. Lying git. No it
didn’t. The Outlaw starring Jane Russell, as opposed to the Outlaw
starring Jimmy Jones. Or put another way, Jane russell AKA Sonia
Poulton does all of Turdstools writing, being as the funny looking fucker
can’t write for shite…That bit’s probably true. As said I believe very high
up masons write all Jimmy’s articles; as they do Spiv’s and the articles
on all the other Spiv support sites It is Jane Russell’s site, hence why
Jones always refers to himself in the 3rd person – the Outlaw – when
giving his point of view over… For instance: “Here at the Outlaw we
believe that…”rather than him writing “I believe that…”.”
And: “– even though Sonia Poulton writes your shite, of which I will admit
that it did take me a while to figure that last fact out. Sonia Poulton is in
fact Jane Russell, and as such, I am sure that I do not need to give you
an insight as to how vile the acid tongued fake is.”
Now this is interesting, and it takes the ‘water muddying’/brain puddling
tactics to whole new levels. This Masonic ‘dawning’ is an attempt to sew
more confusion as to who is who in the smoke and mirrors world of the
shill and his socks; to especially confuse and thus neutralise the likes of
me and Tom Cahill, to get people off the ‘Team Spivey’ scent and get
them believing that the Masonic contrived ‘Team Outlaw’ is genuine.
The bottom line is the masons are hoping the pesky real opposition are
going to give up trying to make sense of it all; and get off their case.
It was this bit that really caught my eye and got me wondering what the
connection was with Tom Pride: “Nevertheless, the proof that Poulton is
Russell came the other week when she did a Jism Jones by forgetting
who she is – as in she forgot that she was playing Jane Russell and
instead spoke as herself.
You see, Jones the wannabee with no chance published an article –
written by Poulton – predictably slagging someone off; who in this
instance was Tom Pride.
You can find the article HERE but basically it consists of a long
comment written by Sonia Poulton, slagging off Tom Pride – which
Jones claims was left on an article of his (Poultons) in November 2014.
That link takes us to an Outlaw article where it is stated: “On November
25th 2014, at 11:30, the following comment was published on the
Outlaw.

Coincidentally, this site was hacked shortly afterwards.
This comment, along with other damning information on Julien
Gilbert, AKA Thomas Pride, AKA Dexter Spanial and undoubtably other
online fake identities – was subsequently deleted.” So Tom Pride’s
real name is Julien Gilbert? We can’t be sure of that though, as the
info has only come from proven liar Jimmy Jones.
This is what Jimmy Outlaw says on 14/3/15: “During the evening of the
15th of February, a number of articles and their associated
comments were suddenly deleted, the reasons for which, have denied
any attempt at a definitive explanation.”
http://outlawjimmy.com/charlatans/polska-moze-go-zatrzymac/
The point being made here is that the Outlaw had written some articles
exposing TP. This is consistent with the above Outlaw article entitled
‘No Pride’, whereby Jimmy is having a pop at TP.
Jones (Poulton) goes on to say that the article was later deleted when
the site was “hacked”. No shill site gets hacked ... Ever. The question
then is why the masons felt the need to delete some of the Outlaw
articles. Course, who would feel the need to hack Poulton’s Outlaw blog
when there is fuck all original or even controversial on there?
Indeed, it doesn’t take too much brain power to work out that Jones had
a clear out of all the articles which would now expose him as a
hypocrite and did so under the guise of being hacked. Ha ha, the
masons want us to believe that Jones deleted articles to prevent being
exposed as a hypocrite. They should’ve deleted his ‘No Pride’ article too
then! More accurately they should’ve deleted everything on the internet
with his name on [and everything with the names of his various sock
puppets on.] The reason the Jones puppet had to delete them was to
prevent Sonia being exposed as an obvious shill. They could maybe
convince us that Sonia had done one ‘Jism Jones’, but to do numerous
ones? Nah no-one is going to buy that. Think about it, some of those
Outlaw articles containing ‘damning information’ on Tom Pride were
supposedly written by Sonia under the guise of ‘Jane Russell’ aka
Jimmy Jones. [I wonder if Jimmy is aware he’s lost one of his socks!]
The following on comments under those articles included comments by
Sonia Poulton herself as Sonia. Oops; can’t let readers get curious
about that!

Which begs the question as to how, if the article was deleted when the
webshite was “hacked“, can Jones now reproduce the comment?” How
indeed. I reckon the cocky bastard masons are so sure that any
genuine readers who still read Spivey’s shite [not a typo] will be thrown
into such confusion that no-one will even notice the cryptic clues, let
alone try to solve them; that they don’t even bother trying to come up
with an explanation.
The reason the masons let that comment survive was to let us know
Sonia and Jimmy are in league with each other. This then makes it
plausible that Sonia could be ‘Jane’.
Now if we are to believe that Sonia is ‘Jane’, that takes away the
suspicion that Jimmy has a sock puppet called ‘Jane’. It seems the
masons have come up with this to head fuck Tom and any other genuine
observer. Tom wouldn’t believe that Sonia is ‘Jane’ cos he knows Spiv
is an incessant liar. On the other hand the masons don’t want Tom
getting suspicious about Jimmy having a sock puppet. Tom has no
reason not to trust Jimmy at his word, and would believe ‘Jane’ is his
friend.
It’s fine for cointel agents to accuse each other of having sock identities,
cos they’re just acting. But the masons don’t want genuine spook
observers realising someone operates under a sock identity and
exposing it. The last thing the masons want is for the dominoes to start
falling. Hence why they’re desperate to prevent genuine spook busters
uniting.
Why did the masons choose Sonia to be ‘Jane’? Because she fits the
bill. She’s a strong supporter of Jimmy. The pair of them are firm
enemies of Tom Pride. Take a look at the following links to see a
snippet of Spiv’s super trolls engaged in their phoney cyber war. Bear in
mind that these comments are all made by the Masonic puppeteer.
Here http://outlawjimmy.com/current/a-safe-pair-of-hands/ we find ‘Jane’
and ‘Jennie’ [more on ‘her’ coming up] in the comments section slagging
Janette Scharenborg off.
Take a look here whereby I quote some of the comments
https://tompride.wordpress.com/2013/05/12/this-is-what-you-get-whenyou-dare-to-question-a-tabloid-journalist-in-the-uk/
Notice the nauseating hypocrisy from Outlaw [12/5/13]:

“If anyone cares to answer my question why Tom Pride
associates with people who target victims of CSA, Jimmy Troll
and all Spiv super trolls target victims of CSA who also protect
and cover up the activities of known Paedophiles which is
exactly what haughty Jimmy Shill does I will listen… Until then
learn some facts before you all leap onto the people who
do… :-)”
Not Sonia Poulton said [17/8/13]:
“Not satisfied with pushing janette to the brink, yesterday they
started on her husband here with a fake twitter account in his
namehttps://twitter.com/scabbydick”
Tom Pride said [17/8/13]:
“Disgusting trolling. Hope the Express drop her Sonia like the
Mail did.”
Sirqay said [17/8/13]:
“These are the disgraceful mobile phone texts sent to the
“woman in holland” by Sonia Poulton Super Troll.”
Ivanovich said [19/8/13]:
“MZ. SONIA POULTON SHOULD NOW BE INVESTIGATED BY
THE DUTCH AND UK POLICE. THE TEXT MESSAGES TO THE
WOMAN IN HOLLAND ABOVE, COMBINED WITH THE NASTY
TWEETS ABOUT THE WOMAN FROM HOLLAND ARE MALICIOUS
PUBLICATIONS, MALICIOUS COMMUNICATIONS UNDER THE
1997 AND 1998 MALICIOUS COMMUNICATIONS ACT AND
PROTECTION FROM HARASSMENT ACT.”
Babooshka said [19/8/13]:
“SEE THIS HYPOCRITICAL DIATRIBE FROM SONIA POULTON”
http://www.express.co.uk/comment/expresscomment/327164/
A-blow-to-cyber-bullies:
“PEOPLE who lead full and productive lives do not become trolls but those
who are dissatisfied, and who have mental health issues, often do. That’ll be
Sonia then. Last week, critics expressed their fears about Ms Brookes’s partial
victory. They worry that the power to name and shame trolls, including the
possibility of prosecution, will lead to censorship and damage free speech.

I disagree. Freedom of speech should not include the freedom to bully and
spread lies. That includes you too Sonia. Perhaps by exposing trolls it will
serve as a warning that our society is no longer prepared to tolerate abuse.”
You’re absolutely right about that Sonia. Our society is especially not prepared
to tolerate Spiv’s super trolls - such as you - anymore.
See also http://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/420369/How-I-unmaskedmy-vile-Twitter-trolls Sonia Poulton says:
“Child Protection experts assured me that smearing was a known tactic
to detract from the real perpetrators but it still unnerved me. I worried
that people might think there was no smoke without fire.
That afternoon an email was sent to my website. It said: “We know
where you are and we're coming for you.”
I tried to respond but the email address didn't exist. I fretted all night and
didn't sleep. I considered stopping my investigations, L.O.L worried that
my family may be harmed because of my work.
The next day a post appeared on another blog saying I worked for MI5
(not true) as a “disinformation agent” protecting “paedo MPs” by “issuing
misleading information”.
Enough was enough. I contacted my local police but the sergeant,
although sympathetic, was helpless.
He said it was “difficult” that the law was “struggling with the internet”
and that abusive blogs were the responsibility of the internet companies
that hosted them.
He advised me to trace the Internet Service Provider (ISP) which could
lead to the identity of who was writing about me.
Several computer technicians I work with set to work tracing my
attackers.
The results revealed a woman based in Holland claiming to be an antichild abuse campaigner. Scharenborg
Within 30 minutes of discovering her identity, she left a message on my
mobile asking me to call her. She knew I was on to her and she tried to
head me off at the pass.

I called her and she didn't answer so I texted telling her I was aware she
was smearing me. She denied it.”
That is a very small sample of the Masonic play act being played out for a number of years now - to convince us of opposing teams of
‘activists’ at war. It is a very effective contrivance to stop us figuring out
what is actually happening. I’ll admit for a while I was fooled by
appearances.
‘Team Outlaw’ is led by Jimmy Jones, and consists of Sonia Poulton,
Sheva Burton and Jimmy’s various sock puppets. The latest addition to
his team would appear to be Tom Cahill. On the opposing team is
Janette Scharenborg, who, we’re told, set up the ‘Kevin Green hate site’.
Her team members are:- Tom Pride, Daz Lavatory, Gojam, Adeybob,
Will Black.
Back in November 2013 Janette Scharenborg sent me a couple of
friendly emails purporting to be a victim of Jimmy and his ‘pure evil’ [her
words] gang. I’m glad I didn’t get involved with her as it seems she
would have tried to get me to join her team. According to Jimmy [see
my pdf on Scharenborg] I have joined it! Darren Laverty also
approached me in a friendly complimentary manner; but, suspecting he
was a bad un, I didn’t reply. I’m glad I didn’t. I’m pretty sure he too
would have tried to get me on board their team.
You can see what the game is; these vile people try to ensnare
unsuspecting genuine victims/whistleblowers, earn their trust and then
manipulate them. This is exactly what happened to Steve Messham,
and it is exactly what is happening to Tom Cahill now.
I’m curious as to why so many of Spiv’s articles have disappeared. I
wonder if some of those deleted articles contain stuff that would blow
Spiv’s ‘new realisation’ about ‘Jane Russell’ out of the water. Obviously,
the more the masons lie and fabricate, the more often they have to
rewrite history. Their agents constantly have to hastily delete and
amend their articles. Have you noticed that a lot of their links are
obsolete now. The masons frequently have to engage in damage
limitation; without which their agents would have long been outed.
The way I see it the whole house of cards is about to come tumbling
down; the masons know it; and they’re going for broke now. There’s
nothing else they can do. They’ll just keep coming out with all sorts of
crap [and they’ll continue to restructure their websites] and they’ll

continue to screw us over, in the hope that they can find a way to limit
our free speech and keep us contained long enough for the NWO to be
so advanced that there is absolutely nothing we plebs can do about it.
Incredibly the smug masons actually believe they can pull it off. The
arrogant fools are so cocksure they have it all wrapped up, that they’re
being very ‘in your face’. They think that by the time we’ve figured it all
out, it’ll be too late to put a stop to our total destruction. If I didn’t have
such faith in God, I would agree with them. After all they hold all the
power cards. What they fail to understand is that we hold the trump
card. God is on our side.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pW3dBCFEXWI
Here are the lyrics:
GOD IS ON OUR SIDE
WE LIVE IN TROUBLED TIMES
SEEMS LIKE THE SUN WON'T SHINE
WHEN WILL WE REALIZE
GOD IS ON OUR SIDE
HE HIDES US IN HIS ARMS
PROTECTING US FROM HARM
IT'S GOOD TO REALIZE
GOD IS ON OUR SIDE
NOTHING CAN SEPARATE
HE GIVES US STRENGTH TO TAKE
ALL THAT THIS WORLD MAY BRING
GOD IS ON OUR SIDE
GOD IS ON OUR SIDE
GOD IS ON OUR SIDE
Back to Spiv’s fake discrediting of Jimmy Outlaw. Spiv says:
“Tell me again Jones, how you were the first to expose Peter Morrison?”
He then copy/pastes this

We see from Lavatory’s article that Jimmy made these comments in
January 2015 http://darrenlaverty.blogspot.co.uk/2015/01/a-seriousquestion-for-channel-4-news.html If we are to believe that Jimmy is
‘James’ - the interviewee on C4 who says he “saw Morrison 5 times
maybe” - then Spiv has indeed pointed out a contradiction. There is no
reliable evidence though that Jimmy is ‘James’. Notwithstanding Spivey
of course goes along with the Masonic wheeze of discrediting C4 as
presented by Darren Laverty. [I cover this in detail on p 26 of my
Lavatory pdf http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/DARREN_LAVERTY.php] If
Spivey was genuinely discrediting Jones he would have pointed out that
Jimmy tells us he is a survivor of CSA and yet C4 point out that ‘James’
does not claim to be a victim, he says he is an eyewitness. As for the
reference to Gordon Anglesea, again if Spivey was seriously exposing
Jimmy, he would have pointed out that Jimmy contradicts himself when
he says he had never heard of Anglesea “until recently”, because he
wrote an article back in November 2013 about Anglesea. Spivey would
also have pointed out that Jimmy contradicts himself re Anglesea over
which side of the fence he sits on Anglesea’s guilt or innocence. [See
my pdf on ‘Digging into Jimmy’s socks’ p 45.] Spiv could also have
pointed out that Jimmy had stated [11/10/13] that Darren Laverty was a
defence witness in Anglesea’s libel trial. [See my pdf on Lav.] In any
case why didn’t Spiv simply mock Jimmy about not knowing who
Anglesea was, and yet he runs a blog such as the Outlaw - which
purports to be a voice for CSA victims. If you have a good read of my
‘Digging into J’s socks’ pdf you will see there are umpteen areas
whereby Spivey could discredit Jones – one very obvious one would be
in proving the person behind the ‘Jane Russell’ persona is Jimmy
himself, not Sonia. But he can’t do that; he’s not allowed to do any real
discrediting; he’s merely a Masonic puppet.

He’s not allowed to really discredit his fellow co-conspirator in crime
Jimmy Jones, any more than he’s allowed to discredit Sonia, or any of
his other helpers.
Moving on, Spivey then gloats: “Ohhhh, right. So you were bullshitting
then? Next you will be telling us that you have never met Jimmy Savile
and want fuck all to do with him, although I seem to recall you quite
publicly sticking up for him last year… A very strange thing to do.
So, have you ever met Jimmy Savile, Boyo?”

And: “Are you sure Jones? I mean, it has been proven beyond doubt
that your tiny sick mind gets befuddled… So I will ask again. Have you
ever met Jimmy Savile?”

He then goes on to say: “Nevertheless, it is also now abundantly obvious
that being Poulton’s puppet is how the ugly fuck got the interview on
Channel Four a few years back, in which Jones pretended to be a
Welsh Care Home survivor… And even then they made him record it
in the dark in order to stop people taking the piss out of his wonky
features. Prick Spiv. They darkened the room to protect the identity of
‘James’.
Sonia Poulton wasn’t responsible for getting ‘James’ that interview. She
has no power; she’s a puppet. High level masons within Channel 4,
working in tandem with the ‘A/M’ disinformation agents, decide who gets
on TV.
Notice Spiv can’t even be accurate about the interview that ‘James’ did.
Spiv says that Jones pretended to be a care home survivor. But C4

make it clear that ‘James’ [who Spiv says is Jones] is an eyewitness, not
a victim. I mean, just think about it logically for a moment. Why the fuck
would Channel 4 approach Jones to give an interview about life in the
Welsh Care Homes when he has never been there? But C4 were able
to confirm that ‘James’ had been at Bryn Estyn. See my Lavatory pdf.
How in the name of fuck would Channel 4 even know to approach the
fraudster unless there was someone in the media who was in a position
to put him forward… Sonia Poulton for instance.” It would be easy for
any researcher to find ex care home residents. How did C4 and the
BBC find Messham? I suppose those interviews were arranged through
Poulton too!
The masons are trying to play down Spiv’s role. They’re making out he’s
not a big shill fish. This is evident from the comments their agents
make. For example Keith Zero, in his comment to me says: “I strongly
doubt Spiv is at the helm of anything other than; scamming people
for paypal donations; with his fruity ghost stories. I just don't get
the impression that Spiv is intelligence enough; for such a role,
anyhow.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9JRFhbbKawI On
‘Outlaw’ the agents [or rather the NWO Masonic voices behind a raft of
fake identities] are stressing the point that Spiv has only reinstated his
site to try and claim donations for his chain-smoking habit. They make
out he’s just in it for the money/to boost his overinflated ego. Many
make the point that Spivey is small fry. Even Tom Cahill agrees with
that.
The masons want us to believe that this is just a spat between a couple
of ‘trutherland’ chancers with over inflated egos; both vying for adoration,
fame and money. The malignant narcissist Spiv skits that Jimmy is a
wannabe, and says things like: “I feel that I should put the little turd in
his place. Jones, you do know that the police are investigating you don’t
you? And I am not winding you up. Is it worth it? After all, you will never
ever be in the big boys league.” Jimmy is well up there in spiv’s league
- he’s spiv’s right hand man. Backed up by his army of socks [and
Sonia], he counterattacks with his own discrediting of Sir Spiv; which he
does in a very professional ‘voice of reason’ type manner; as opposed to
using personal insults which we see in abundance coming from the
Spivey camp. I should imagine the purpose of that is for the benefit of
Tom – the last thing the masons want is Tom getting suspicious about
new pal Jim. Of course Jimmy is not genuinely discrediting his boss
Spivey either ... obviously. Jim’s job is to keep Tom in check.

Notice that the Masonic twats who run Outlaw’s site put a lot of
messages up, such as “comment deleted by admin” after Carl’s name
[and after other names which are fake personas.] They’re trying to
convince Tom and other genuine readers/participants [although I’m not
convinced there are any other genuine people commenting, I hasten to
add] that ‘Outlaw’ is a kosher opposition site.
Ever since agent Jones muscled his way into Tom’s affairs, the masons
have been carefully and cleverly manipulating him. They’re that clever
he hasn’t even realised he’s talking to at least one unidentified mason.
Just take a look at the pseudonyms used here
http://outlawjimmy.com/charlatans/here-there-be-monsters/
For example: ‘Nobody You Prats Will Ever Identify’, ‘Nobody They'll
Ever Identify’, ‘Never Gonna Identify Me, Losers’. Tom has also
been talking to Jimmy’s socks ‘Jane Russell’ and ‘JennieJenJen’, who
now calls ‘herself’ ‘Not a Spiv Fan’
http://outlawjimmy.com/charlatans/get-thee-behind-me-satan/#commentarea http://inaboxtotheleft.com/chris-spivey-sentence-update-2/
Remember they may be Jimmy’s socks, but that doesn’t mean it is
Jimmy who is doing all the talking. He almost certainly gets a lot of
assistance. I’m pretty sure some unknown identities will be operating
the socks ... and sometimes the Jimmy puppet too. More on ‘Jennie’
coming up. Tom will be horrified when it dawns on him. Notice he
hasn’t done any more videos since December 2014. I believe that is
because the masons have dug their claws too deep into him, and got
him distracted with some bullshit or other.
If you look at the comments sections of other Spiv support sites you see
the Masonic piss take brigade shoving it in our face there too. They’re
so sure we haven’t got a cat in hells chance of sussing it all out and
putting up a serious challenge that they don’t mind telling us. They’re
letting us know that they [in their sock guises - given to their most
important agents, such as Jimmy Outlaw] are the voices in the
comments sections of all Spivey support sites. Take a look at the
pseudonyms for example used in the comments sections under some
articles in Pride’s Purge; we have ‘Not Sonia Poulton’, ‘What Jane
Russell Does Not Say’, ‘Not AdeyBob’, ‘Not Janette Scharenborg’, ‘My
Two Pennies worth’, ‘Contributor’, ‘veryconcerned’, ‘ VeryWorrying’,
‘DestroyTheTwitterTrollsUnited’, ‘ IvanTheTerrible’ ... on and on it goes.
https://tompride.wordpress.com/2013/05/12/this-is-what-you-get-whenyou-dare-to-question-a-tabloid-journalist-in-the-uk/
https://tompride.wordpress.com/2013/08/09/on-line-trolling-is-beingtamed-but-the-tabloid-trolls-are-still-rampant/

I’m not dissing Tom. He is one of the few people I have a lot of respect
for. He’s honest, his heart is in the right place, he’s doing what’s needed
and he has the balls to do it. I’m making the point that this is how
extremely cleverly the masons can hoodwink and control even the more
intelligent, smart and clued up folk.
I do have to chuckle at those pseudonyms though. The masons can
only get away with this obscenely massive deception precisely because
they operate incognito. They’ll have a shock to find though – in the not
too distant future – that God will shine a light onto their faces. And the
whole world will know their names and their dirty deeds.
‘HALL OF SHAME – AND THE WORLD’S GONNA KNOW YOUR
NAME’ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jukv9Q1eR2g
Here are a few more things Spiv says about his mate the dwarf in his
7/8/15 post:
“Course, Jones cares nothing for anyone but his own selfish needs. He
is a psychopath so are you Spiv; and your disgusting little gang who has
no guilt whatsoever about befriending care home abuse survivors just so
as he can later discredit them HYPOCRITE and stop them repeating
their allegations to the police. Spivey, you prize prat, are you not aware
that it is pointless any victim complaining to police, as the police are the
problem? If the police had done their job in the first place the victims
would not now need to seek redress some other way.”
“I would never ever gloat over you or anyone else I couldn’t stand the
sight of, being fitted up by the police, especially when they are prepared
to scar a little baby for life to achieve their aims… And no matter how
much I wanted them to get their just deserts.” Fukkin hypocrite Chris
Spivey ... you low down devious and dangerous sub human. You do
worse than gloat. You lie and deceive, you protect dirty disgusting high
society paedophiles, you destroy victims and you promote the suffering
and slavery of all humankind.
You were never fitted up by police. Social services have never tried to
‘snatch’ Clayton.
“Indeed, the fact that you do just goes to prove what a shallow stinking
scumbag low-life you really are.” You’re describing your lapdog Jimmy
and yourself.

http://chrisspivey.org/i-am-i-said/#more-28725
I don’t normally pay much attention to the Outlaw articles, but as I’m
currently browsing the comments sections of recent postings I thought
I’d copy/paste this for some off the scale Jimmy Jones hypocrisy
http://outlawjimmy.com/politics/right-teds-dead/:
“As has been shown above, the agencies and agents, of which he is a
big gun that are actively working towards ensuring that the political right
hold onto the reins of power, actually he means the masons are more
than capable of setting up any number of groups online – including a
number of those who purportedly operate within the ‘Alternative
Media’ and by infiltrating social media, and who’s sole purpose is to

spread rumour and disinformation in order to influence
public opinion.
This has been shown to be a very successful method of planting stories
that have been allowed to freely circulate both online, and in the
mainstream media, to the point where it is now almost impossible to
separate fact from fiction.
And once again, it’s the genuine victims of childhood abuse, (I am
loathe to use the term survivor), who are once again being overlooked in
the meleé.
And that is the real scandal, and one that will not be addressed any
time soon.” Well actually Jimmy Judas Jones, yes it is being
addressed; because more and more good folk are cottoning on to what
is really going on ... and the massive part you and your ultra foul fellow
Spiveyite filth play in the great deception.
Rot in hell you evil bastard. And take your evil godfather Chris Spivey
with you.
Take a look at this point Jones gloatingly makes on his ‘monsters’
article: “His selfish actions have metaphorically, not only cut the throats
of the very people he claimed to represent, but has provided all the

evidence needed for the establishment to implement what
could amount to be, a draconian level of Internet
restrictions, especially geared towards the further
suppression of free speech as it currently exists.” That of
course is the main aim; and these snakes - Jones and his pal Spiv

deserve a medal for the job they’re doing speeding up internet
censorship.
Note the irony of these words, spoken by ‘Ash’ [who will be just another
fake profile]: “hope selling your soul was worth it, remember these wise
words, you’re only as free as the leash you’re on, tug it too hard and
your pay masters will hang you by it.” That is exactly what will happen to
all these cowardly cointelpro agents. They’re too brainwashed, haughty,
stupid and weak to realise it. They think they’ll have Masonic rewards
and protection forever. They have no idea what’s coming. The Devil’s
servants are weak and will desert each other when the going gets tough.
God’s servants don’t abandon and run away. They stand by each other.
They stand up for what’s right – for the truth – for as long as it takes; and
they take whatever shit comes their way for doing so.
From my Spiritual Messages:
We live in a cursed age, with rampant deception, sin and injustice. The
world is the Devil’s turf. Satan is Prince of this world. He hates us
here. We disturb him.
Don’t bother with materialism. Stand firm in the will of God. He helps
us.
Be alert in the full knowledge of the enemy in these last days of deceit
and unlimited wickedness. Stay self-controlled. Be diligent as a guard
on duty who sees that the enemy cannot harm God’s troops. We
need to stand together and pray a hedge around each other and praise
God for whose glory we stand. This life is not home. We are strangers
in the world. We live our lives as strangers here in reverent fear. We
are merely passing through this life.
Corrupt men created religions that suppressed spiritual knowledge
that will set humanity free from its mental and emotional prisons.
The leaders of the secret societies don’t want us to read the bible
and worship God. They don’t want us to behave like true
Christians. We must break down Satan’s deceit and blindness.
Then we must learn to “hear their pain.” Jesus said: “Father, forgive
them, for they know not what they do.”
Humanists are capable of being deceived by Satan. Jesus said: “Men’s
hearts failing them for fear.” Satan beats up the sheep. Most people are
destroyed for lack of knowledge because they reject knowledge. Those

who live well now are on their way to the lake of fire where they will be
tormented forever. Weak men don’t realise that they are used of Satan
to fight against God’s kingdom. Hear their pain. We must love them [the
greedy and corrupt, the world leaders, the big business directors and the
men who are bound by the oath of their secret societies.] We must
love them enough to stand against their blindness, their Satanic
deception and their malice towards us for teaching truth. And when they
persecute us [as they surely will] we must love them enough to forgive
them. Evangelize the sinners. Jesus is the only way to salvation.
Freemasons claim to know God, yet they walk in darkness. God is
light. He does not lie. He is not mocked. He knows and sees
everything. Don’t underestimate the power of the Holy Spirit.
Romans 8:28
“And we know that for those who love God all things work together
for good, for those who are called according to his purpose.”
Isaiah 3:10-11
“Tell the righteous that it shall be well with them, for they shall eat
the fruit of their deeds. Woe to the wicked! It shall be ill with him,
for what his hands have dealt out shall be done to him.”
Deuteronomy 31:8
“It is the Lord who goes before you. He will be with you; he will not
leave you or forsake you. Do not fear or be dismayed.”
Hebrews 13:5
“Keep your life free from love of money, and be content with what
you have, for he has said, “I will never leave you nor forsake you.”
Joshua 1:9
“Have I not commanded you? Be strong and courageous. Do not be
frightened, and do not be dismayed, for the Lord your God is with
you wherever you go.”
Isaiah 41:10-13
“Fear not, for I am with you; be not dismayed, for I am your God; I
will strengthen you, I will help you, I will uphold you with my
righteous right hand. Behold, all who are incensed against you
shall be put to shame and confounded; those who strive against
you shall be as nothing and shall perish. You shall seek those who
contend with you, but you shall not find them; those who war

against you shall be as nothing at all. For I, the Lord your God, hold
your right hand; it is I who say to you, “Fear not, I am the one who
helps you.”
Matthew 28:20
“Teaching them to observe all that I have commanded you. And
behold, I am with you always, to the end of the age.”
Hebrews 13:6
“So we can confidently say, “The Lord is my helper; I will not fear;
what can man do to me?”
2 Timothy 1:7
“For God gave us a spirit not of fear but of power and love and selfcontrol.”
1 Chronicles 28:20
“Then David said to Solomon his son, “Be strong and courageous
and do it. Do not be afraid and do not be dismayed, for
the Lord God, even my God, is with you. He will not leave you or
forsake you, until all the work for the service of the house of
the Lord is finished.”
Psalm 73:23-26
“Nevertheless, I am continually with you; you hold my right hand.
You guide me with your counsel, and afterward you will receive me
to glory. Whom have I in heaven but you? And there is nothing on
earth that I desire besides you. My flesh and my heart may fail, but
God is the strength of my heart and my portion forever.”
Galatians 5:22-23
“But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness,
goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, self-control; against such
things there is no law.”
Luke 21:34-36
“But watch yourselves lest your hearts be weighed down with
dissipation and drunkenness and cares of this life, and that day
come upon you suddenly like a trap. For it will come upon all who
dwell on the face of the whole earth. But stay awake at all times,
praying that you may have strength to escape all these things that
are going to take place, and to stand before the Son of Man.”

Revelation 3:10
“Because you have kept my word about patient endurance, I will
keep you from the hour of trial that is coming on the whole world,
to try those who dwell on the earth.”
Luke 21:28
“Now when these things begin to take place, straighten up and
raise your heads, because your redemption is drawing near.”
Acts 20:35
“In all things I have shown you that by working hard in this way we
must help the weak and remember the words of the Lord Jesus,
how he himself said, ‘It is more blessed to give than to receive.’”
Proverbs 1:33
“But whoever listens to me will dwell secure and will be at ease,
without dread of disaster.”
Genesis 28:15
“Behold, I am with you and will keep you wherever you go, and will
bring you back to this land. For I will not leave you until I have done
what I have promised you.”
Matthew 7:13-14
“Enter by the narrow gate. For the gate is wide and the way is easy
that leads to destruction, and those who enter by it are many. For
the gate is narrow and the way is hard that leads to life, and those
who find it are few.”
Psalm 23:6
“Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life,
and I shall dwell in the house of the Lord forever.”
Galatians 5:19-21
“Now the works of the flesh are evident: sexual immorality,
impurity, sensuality, idolatry, sorcery, enmity, strife, jealousy, fits
of anger, rivalries, dissensions, divisions, envy, drunkenness,
orgies, and things like these. I warn you, as I warned you before,
that those who do such things will not inherit the kingdom of God.”
2 Timothy 3:1-4
“But understand this, that in the last days there will come times of
difficulty. For people will be lovers of self, lovers of money, proud,

arrogant, abusive, disobedient to their parents, ungrateful, unholy,
heartless, unappeasable, slanderous, without self-control, brutal,
not loving good, treacherous, reckless, swollen with conceit, lovers
of pleasure rather than lovers of God.”
Matthew 24:9
“Then they will deliver you up to tribulation and put you to death,
and you will be hated by all nations for my name's sake.”
Zephaniah 2:3
“Seek the Lord, all you humble of the land, who do his just
commands; seek righteousness; seek humility; perhaps you may
be hidden on the day of the anger of the Lord.”
2 Corinthians 4:4
“In their case the god of this world has blinded the minds of the
unbelievers, to keep them from seeing the light of the gospel of the
glory of Christ, who is the image of God.”
Matthew 22:14
“For many are called, but few are chosen.”
Romans 12:1
“I appeal to you therefore, brothers, by the mercies of God, to
present your bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to
God, which is your spiritual worship.”
Woops, got a bit carried away there with the bible teachings. Back to
Jimmy. Outlaw replies: “My ‘Pay Masters’? How does that work then,
this site actually costs me to run and I have not received a penny piece
for anything that has been published here.
You really want to get a grip of your fantasies my friend, or you could
perhaps put your money where your mouth is, by producing some actual
evidence of who you believe are ‘pulling my strings’ or paying me.
Anything will do, as you have now got me curious as to who these
mysterious entities who give away free money are.” And that’s where
the bastards have got it all wrapped up. We can’t prove that the masons
are behind this. Only God can reveal the truth. And I have it on good
authority that he will. Rest assured.

Now let’s take a closer look at the JennieJenJen persona. According to
Scharenborg ‘she’ is another of Jimmy’s sock puppets. That is almost
certainly correct. Put it this way, she is certainly someone’s sock,
because she’s not a real person. The masons are trying to kid us she is
‘real’ though. They’ve now given her a blog http://inaboxtotheleft.com/
Funny how she starts her blog in August 2015, not long after Spiv
temporarily closes his site ... when more and more people don’t believe
the bullshit anymore and are making connections; and it is becoming far
too obvious now who Spiv is, who his team are, and what he’s up to.
As always there is nothing on ‘Jennie’s’ blog to identify her or even
convince us she is a real person. There is a photo – that could be of
anyone. She’s probably a model. There is nothing to support her story
of being a CSA victim.
‘She’ insists she is not Jimmy’s sock and goes to the trouble of showing
us some troll twittering, dating back to 2012
http://inaboxtotheleft.com/twatter-twits/ Why doesn’t she simply show us
some ID? If you were a genuine CSA victim and you wanted people to
take you seriously and listen to what you have to say, and some people
started accusing you of being a sock puppet, wouldn’t you prove that
you are who you say you are?
Take a look at what Jimmy is saying in his 18/1/13 post on the Kev
Green Spiveyite site https://kevingreen1950.wordpress.com/the-outlawjimmy-how-he-uses-his-blog-to-abuse-others/
“I have no doubts whatsoever that @jenniejenjen3 will be back, she has
done it twice before, she blocks me, then unblocks to share some more
bile, and then blocks again in case of repercussions. She, like all Trolls,
is very clever, she does not always direct her spite directly at her chosen
victim, but information on the Internet rarely remains a secret for long.
May I suggest though, that my Troll is in more urgent need of ‘The
Authorities’ than I. Maybe then, she/he may be able to get the help they
so desperately need, to successfully deal with their own Mental Health
Issues.
Her blog can be found at jenniejenjen3.wordpress.com “Upside Down &
Twisted” very apt!” That link is now obsolete. Wonder why!
Now look at ‘Jennie’s’ comment on 7/8/15
http://outlawjimmy.com/historical-revision/deus-vult/:
jenniejenjen

August 7, 2015 at 9:36 am
“Morning Jimmy,
Is it possible to publish the link to my site so those trying to make sense
of the CSA disinfo get another piece of the puzzle?”
IN A BOX TO THE LEFT
Dutiful Jimmy responds:
ADMIN
August 7, 2015 at 6:39 pm
“I shall add it to the ‘links’ page on here Jen.” Prick. Go and see a
shrink Jimmy.
So on 18/1/13 Jen is Jimmy’s troll. On 7/8/15, all of a sudden, she’s a
friend of his and also of his other sock Jane! Perhaps he’d like to tell us
at what point he decided she was no longer his troll, but is his friend; and
why.
Poor sad bastard Jimmy is having difficulty keeping up with all his
chattering socks. He’s so headfucked by the masons he doesn’t know if
Jen is one of his socks. Not so long ago she was his troll; now she’s his
friend ... He’ll probably be told soon by Spiv that actually she’s Sonia’s
sock!

John Lennon- Mind Games
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gp0Jk7Li-ao
Tom Pride, narcissist prick, takes hypocrisy to new levels. Take a look
here https://tompride.wordpress.com/2013/08/09/on-line-trolling-isbeing-tamed-but-the-tabloid-trolls-are-still-rampant/ I’ll just copy/paste
some of it:
“It’s a dubious boast I know, but it would be hard to find someone more
experienced than me at being abused on-line. Pride only undergoes
pretend abuse. There is a big difference between games and real abuse
– and threats.
I’m not complaining – I don’t just criticise people on this blog – I take the
p*ss out of them no TP, people like me take the piss out of you which is
of course much worse. So I shouldn’t be surprised if sometimes one of
my targets or their supporters decides to bite me back. Ha ha; as if!
During the short time I’ve been writing this blog I’ve been criticised,
attacked, insulted, abused, threatened with libel, violence and even

death. Lying twat. Pretend threats eh Tom; pretend libel threats from
your fellow Spiveyite troll and friend Sonia.
However, there are trolls out there who are busily hurling hurtful untruths
and lies at anyone they don’t like which have resulted in suicides and
wrecked lives and they are still yet to be brought to heel. Yes, genuine
victims, who have been bullied by you and your team Tom Pride have
been driven too far; you filthy disgusting piece of shill shit. You and the
other scumbag Spiveyite subversives will stop at nothing until you have
assisted your paymasters in ushering in the NWO hell on earth. You
despicable traitor. If I were to insult the dead victims of a terrible tragedy
like Hillsborough on Twitter or Facebook or my blog – I would quite
rightly receive a visit from the police – and possibly jail time. Just your
very existence insults every decent innocent human being on the planet.
Yet we still have a situation where tabloid journalists can do and say
what they want about anyone they want in the national newspapers and
still think they can get away with it. He’s talking about his fellow scum
subversive Sonia. We in the so-called ‘alternative media’ know that
mainstream journalists lie and propagandise at will; and get away with it.
That’s what they’re paid to do. That’s why we have a so-called A/M.
Idiot.
It’s not Twitter users, Facebook users and bloggers who are the main
problem when it comes to trolling. Oh yes it bloody is; lying git.
It’s tabloid hacks on newspapers like the Express, the Sun and the Mail.
We regularly allow journalists in the pay of a handful of rich oligarchs to
personally attack and abuse – to troll – to their heart’s content the sick,
the disabled, the poor, the helpless, the unemployed and the innocent
and they know there will be absolutely zero consequences for their
actions. Carry on serving your rich oligarchs Tom Pride; you pathetic
utter sell out.
It’s time to bring the Tabloid Trolls to heel.” Its time to bring the trolls
like Tom Pride to heel.
Have a look at this Outlaw article
http://outlawjimmy.com/charlatans/polska-moze-go-zatrzymac/
Jimmy says [14/3/15]:
“There were two articles deleted, one of which, ‘NO PRIDE’ was able to
be saved from a backup and republished, but the other, ‘STERCUS

LIBER’ which incidentally had something over 170 comments which
would have been from the same gang of Spivey super trolls
masquerading as members of the public accompanying it, was not able
to be retrieved as it was also deleted from the Google Cache.
The article, contained the usernames of a number of anonymous net
users, who I had personal experience of them not being who they
claimed they were. Jimmy knows who all the anonymous commentators
are as they belong in the same nest of Spiveyite vipers as him. For
every article there is probably only a couple of these snakes - a handful
at most - who operate in the shadows penning hundreds of comments.
The article had been on the Outlaw for more than a year previously, and
only started attracting attention during November 2014, when more than
one hundred and fifty comments were posted during a 24-hour period.
One of those commenters, fellow filthy Spiveyite friend ‘Thomas
Pride’, who writes a satirical blog who writes a disgusting disinfo blog
which concentrates mainly on pretending to be ridiculing mainstream
media Journalists and figures on the right of the political arena, made an
initial comment where he claimed he felt ‘hurt’ as his name was not
further up the list of names I had published. He’ll find it won’t just be his
feelings that are ‘hurt’ when the public cotton on to the evil ‘games’ this
pair of pricks – Pride and pal Jimbo and the rest of the Spivey clan are
playing.
In response, I moved his name closer to the top, enjoy the game while it
lasts; you twonks are so going to regret your actions but Pride continued
posting an inordinate number of decidedly odd comments, which then
attracted other comments from readers, one of whom revealed ‘Tom
Pride’ as being a Julian Gilbert, who is currently living in Gdynia, Poland.
This had a strange effect on Pride, as he then appeared to descend into
a state of complete panic, and began making the most bizarre
allegations, one of which, was the claim that readers of this site were
‘trolling a victim of Jimmy Savile’.
Pride continually denied that he was Julian Gilbert, even though he had
initially indicated where Gilbert’s’ Facebook account could be located,
and he also stubbornly refused to acknowledge the evidence that he had
himself, although inadvertently, indicated where his own identity could
be revealed.
This is where Pride makes the initial allegation about Julian Gilbert being
a 13-year old victim of Jimmy Savile, and also denies that it is in fact
him, who is Julian Gilbert.” If Tom Pride was genuinely a victim of
Jimmy Savile he would not be attacking other genuine CSA victims; nor

would he be spewing a load of bullshit and lies and hiding behind an
avatar.
Thomas Pride responds:
July 12, 2015 at 5:29 pm
“(Sigh) You still think I’m a Russian/MI5 double spy living in Poland?
Julian works as one of my admins lying shit. Prove it you bunch of
loons. I post using location screeners through Polish sites just to avoid
being sued by establishment people trying to shut me up L.O.F.L
because Poland has one of the strongest free speech protection laws in
the EU. No big conspiracy.
But you’re as far away from discovering my real identity as you’ve
always been. Now tell your Daily Mail/Express hack friend Sonia that her
bunch of tabloid trolls are not going to scare me into silence. See ya!”
You are already scared Tom Prick; hence why you cower behind that
silly nom de plume. And you are already silent. You have no voice. You
are nothing but a pathetic masonic puppet.
In this ‘article’
https://tompride.wordpress.com/2013/05/07/daily-mail-hack-boastsabout-being-able-to-trace-personal-phone-numbers-of-twitter-users/
Tom the twit continues the pretence – here he is pretending to be
questioning his friend and fellow Spiveyite super troll Sonia: “There have
been rumours for some time now that some people – police, journalists,
hackers – are able to trace personal phone numbers and home
addresses of Twitter users if the user was accessing Twitter from a
mobile phone.
I’m not sure of the legality or not of the alleged methods used – but
needless to say it bypasses the expensive and time-consuming proper
method of getting a legal notice to force Twitter to reveal information
about its users. Piss taking prick. No-one would do that.
I was therefore very interested when it was brought to my attention that
a journalist Sonia Poulton isn’t a journalist. She’s just another pathetic
Masonic stooge who regularly writes for the Mail and the Express was
openly boasting on Twitter that she had used her ‘contacts’ to ‘trace’ the
personal numbers and home addresses of people she claimed
pretended had been trolling her*.
I’m deliberately not naming her in this article because I don’t want the
story to become one of personalities any more than it already has Ha ha;
puppets on a string don’t have personalities – but if you look at my

Twitter timeline here you can see the identity of the journalist in
question.
To cut a long story short, my polite enquiry resulted in the journalist not
denying the accusation but still refusing to answer how she managed to
get the phone numbers and other personal information. She then
blocked me and called me a w**ker.” You are a wanker.
Keeping it plain and simple, Sonia Poulton is not being trolled; that is
more pretence. Trolls are not trolled. Only genuine people who are a
real threat to the Masonic hierarchy - whether knowingly or not - get
trolled. Everyone Pride mentions here – police, journalists, twitter,
himself and his pal and partner in crime Sonia Poulton are all controlled
by freemasonry.
As for accessing personal information, the masons know everything
about their enemies, including phone numbers and addresses.
Look at the hundreds of follow on comments. Do you see anyone
genuine commenting? Me neither. I bet the pricks behind all the
comments are: Jimmy, Robert Chewter, Leigh LaFon, Scharenborg and
Pride himself, whoever the fuck he is – could be the biggest prick of
them all, Lord Spiv for all we know!
In this post the clown is telling more porkies about pal Poulton.
https://tompride.wordpress.com/2014/11/16/a-daily-mail-journalist-istrolling-my-friends/ “Poulton and her partner Lee Ryan, along with a
handful of her colleagues, have been threatening me with libel and even
threats of violence since I wrote these blogposts nearly two years ago.
Liar.
These threats have mostly been just water off a duck’s back to me. If
you were getting real threats you lying scaredy cat you’d be wetting your
pants.
But recently their campaign of hate against me has taken a more sinister
turn. Having failed to scare me into silence, they’ve started to turn on my
friends. Lying git. No-one is attacking you or your friends. You and your
mates are protected by the VIP paedophiles you serve.

And now, since my friend blocked the journalist’s attempts to hassle him,
he’s started to get nasty and very personal messages from Ryan and a
handful of other Poulton’s colleagues.
Please remember, my friend has nothing to do with this blog, he is just a
teacher.
Here are examples of a few of the messages from Poulton and her
colleagues (the abuse will make more sense if you know my friend’s wife
is Polish):
Pride’s good pal Jimbo of course joins in the charade:

My friend’s a bit of a tough cookie my arse. Any friend of yours is a
wimp; just like you so fortunately he’s not intimidated by all this. He’s
not intimidated by fakes such as Sonia and her friends; he is scared of
the public though; hence why the coward hides his identity.
But this trolling of innocent members of the public by tabloid journalists
proves that nothing has changed since Leveson. Course nothing
changes ... and nothing will whilst Freemasonry is in control. Leveson
answers to freemasonry.
And to those tabloid trolls who are definitely reading this blogpost, I
promise you this:
Your pathetic attempts to intimidate me and my friends into silence
will only make me even more determined to expose the wrongdoing
of you and the UK tabloid press on this blog.” Ha ha ha. Reveal
your identity Tom Pride, ya nonce protecting coward.
And who do we have commenting? The Spiveyite trolls - Scharenborg,
the Lavatory, the proud man and ... a bunch of false personas, probably
operated by these three Spivey super trolls.
And here we have ‘the trolling of Tom Pride’ ferfuck’s sake
https://kevingreen1950.wordpress.com/2013/11/10/the-trolling-of-tompride-reblog/ Pride the anonymous prick is probably the anonymous
author of the piece. Troll team member and good mate Adrian
McCormack joins in the charade: “My phone was called by Sonia, and
she threatened me, then went a bit ranty. My phone number is not even
in my name, and has never been publicly available. But this blog
appeared after:http://nancyheart26.wordpress.com/2013/05/08/poordemented-adey/ Nancy is Jimmy’s sock.

A less kind man would suggest that Sonia wrote it because her @rse
was flapping, and a mate let her use it. Some mate.
Saying “Does anyone know where it lives so I can physically attack it”
would get ME ARRESTED…yet this is the kind of comment I get from
Sonia’s New Twitter buddies all the time…along with my address and
my facepic. Games games games. Guess what Adey, you and your
fellow filthy paedo-protecting troll team will soon find that it isn’t a game
anymore when the public realise the sick and perverted game you lying
backstabbing bastards are playing.
And why did Sonia abuse her position of power L.O.L. Anyone who
agrees to prostitute for freemasonry has no power to scream down the
phone at me? All because I tried to warn her that her new buddies were
going to make her look like a complete tool.”
MAY 9, 2013 – 10:25 AMadeybob
“Because it is twaddle, written by the same attack dog shrink that has
been profiling me for months.
And getting it REALLY badly wrong.
You are the dog, Kate. Kate is another of Jimmy’s socks.
Kate works psych support for an mi5 troll team headed up by the David
rose team. David Rose is another sub-life presstitute. These dirty
disgusting depraved degenerates are not MI5, they are cointelpro NWO
agents – Masonic bootlickers – Satan’s servants. The post below was
DAYS ago. There’s enough on there to prompt a thousand calls from a
bunch of angry solicitors. Solicitors serve the same Masonic matrix as
the trolls. They are used to keep the genuine seekers of truth and
justice under control.
I’ve had dozens of prank calls and threats down my fone, but not one
call from a brief.
Read…make up your own mind.”
https://kevingreen1950.wordpress.com/2013/05/08/sue-me-an-openresponse-to-the-lupethelupe-blog/
Jimmy and his socks join in the fun and games. Sad bastards.
Reply
MAY 11, 2013 – 9:55 PMOutlaw
““MI5 Troll Team headed up by the David Rose Team”. Keep taking the
meds Adrian this is hilarious……”

In this post Pride continues the play act with his fellow phonies
https://tompride.wordpress.com/2013/05/12/this-is-what-you-get-whenyou-dare-to-question-a-tabloid-journalist-in-the-uk/
Adey comments “Bollocks to this.
My name is Adrian…adeybob/monadtime.
Despite what your blogs say, you poxy coward, I’m not on a bloody sex
offenders register is he?, and I am not someone called Janet. I’m not a
troll yes you are, and nor do I seek out and abuse csa victims for jollies
yes you do; but not for ‘jollies’, to crush them and make them go away
and stop being a problem for the perps and the cover uppers.
The ONLY reason I started to use twitter, was because I wanted to help
raise serious issues about csa. The only reason was to help destroy the
CSA victims.
Despite my mental issues?, and being single for long periods, I’ve
managed to raise a wonderful child who’s got an active social life, who
has been in no trouble with the cops, and he has a good academic
record…he’s also got a brilliant sense of humour. This is the same kid
you’ve decided to start trolling, show us the evidence just because you
can’t find any dirt on me, you abusive animal. I’m also an honorary father
of 3 other smashing kids, two are now adults. I wonder what your kids
and adult ‘children’ are going to think of you Adrian McCormack when
they realise you live a sordid double life. I hope they turn away from you
in disgust.
I’m a single parent, and I am a carer for my very ill ma. I hope your ma
tells you to sling yer hook too when she knows what a thoroughly vile
lying thug you are.
In short, I’ve got a lot on my plate.
In short, I don’t need the hassle of a years-worth of truly disgusting
trolling, AND a wound-up Poulton thrown in. I don’t need it at all.
So please JUST STOP before I snap. Apart from telling
mfoglasgow/mfokate and janerussellsays to fu@k off – after MONTHS of
REALLY ABUSIVE trolling – I haven’t said bugger all dodgy to anyone
on twitter. Show proof of your accusations, Rhoyden, or just desist from
terrorising people. How can he do that? Bullying is his livelihood.
SHOW
SOME
PROOF.
For the record, Mfo has been permanently banned from twitter at least
twice ... janerussellsays has also been banned several – although not
permanently… in fact ‘JJ’, you’ve been permanently banned from twitter
now, haven’t you? For using multiple accounts on twitter to intimidate

and harass people, wasn’t it? So what if he gets banned, Jimmy just like
all spooks, gets his other socks to do his dirty work for him; or he simply
goes trolling elsewhere. I can prove every word I’ve said, I don’t have to
lie or rely on people to repeat lies for me yes you do ... I don’t have to
rely on idiotic hacks, either.”
Pride responds: “Well said Adeybob. After all you’ve been through you’re
rightly proud of your success in bringing up your son.
But please don’t let unimportant trolls like Outlaw and his other handful
of Daily Express supporting mates wind you up too much. Nobody even
reads what he writes – apart from us. He’s really really a nobody and not
worth it. He’s not a no-body, he and you and all of you Spiveyite snakes
are all creatures of unimaginable foulness, and you all need attending to
with the toilet brush.
As for SP – her articles are virtual chip paper. She’s already been
sacked by the Mail after her phone tracing shenanigans went public
(tabloids are extremely sensitive about this subject) and the Express
quickly stopped all comments on her last article after it was raised there
so I think you’ll find they’ll be dropping her too.
That’s why she’s had to take work with David Icke.
Expect to be accused of being a 6-foot lizard next.” Notice the
comments section is – as usual - saturated with spooks and socks.
Here we have the brave proud boy taking a stand
https://tompride.wordpress.com/2013/05/09/mail-hack-threatens-to-sueme-for-asking-how-she-traced-twitter-users-personal-information/
“Sonia issued the threat – saying she has “an absolute case of libel”
against me – but said she will only continue with the action if I “want to
be an idiot and try more trouble”.
In other words – shut the f**k up with your criticisms or I will use all
the financial and legal resources available from my employers to shut
you up myself.
Well. So much for journalists being fans of free speech.
So here’s my reply to those threats.
Sonia, I am calling your bluff. I will not shut up. I will not stop pretending
to be criticising those in power, whether they be journalists, politicians or
the powerful and influential.”
Listen Tom Pride whoever the fuck you are, grow some balls and
observe how real men like Jon Stevenson deal with the likes of Sonia

bloody Poulton. They expose her properly for the filthy traitor she is.
They do not play shilly games. See
http://victimsagainsthoaxes.co.uk/sonia-poulton-accusations-andallegations/ and http://victimsagainsthoaxes.co.uk/sonia-poulton-theexpress-article/
Course you’re not allowed to expose her, are you? Your arse belongs to
the masons, doesn’t it. So that means that you have to continue to play
your sick games – you have to continue your playful banter with your
fellow pathetic troll pals; and you have to continue to pretend that they
are genuine ...
Have a look at his write up here
https://tompride.wordpress.com/2012/11/11/it-was-the-police-not-thebbc-who-wrongly-named-lord-mcalpine-in-abuse-allegations/ Is it stating
the obvious when I say that he doesn’t raise any of the ‘out of the box’
issues/questions that I do in my ‘An Elite paedo ring’ pdf?
Tom Pride, like all shills, only pretends to be at war with other shills.
He’s actually in bed with them. Here’s another example of that
https://tompride.wordpress.com/2012/11/07/high-level-child-abusecover-up-why-has-theresa-may-barred-a-us-journalist-from-the-uk/
whereby he endorses another widely exposed cointel agent Leah
McGrath Goodman.
Let’s see who else he backs. On twitter
https://twitter.com/ThomasPride we see he follows Andrea Davison,
voiceforchildren, 38 degrees, Feedom talk radio, UK Column, Occupy,
Dave Duckshoot, Daz Lavatory, Cheryl Corless, Ian Puddick,
Mumblingaway, Guido Fawkes, Father Jack, Rothley Pillowcase, Gojam,
Will Black, James Reeves, Murun Buchstansangur, Artist Taxi Driver,
Adeybob, Voice For Children, Michael Doherty, a range of politicians
and mainstream media people ... Does anything else need to be said?
Take a look at this article by fellow fake and egotistical odious little man
John Ward http://hat4uk.wordpress.com/2013/03/08/paedophilia-howone-piece-of-news-can-kill-a-novel/#comment-308856 Now take a
butchers at who is commenting on it: Outlaw, Zoompad, Incusblog, Liz
727, Crossofchange, Madlands, Sabine McNeill, Pissed off bastard, Bob
Chewie ... Why does John Ward tolerate these trolls in his comments
section? Because if he banned all the trolls, he wouldn’t have anyone
commenting! As said if you look at the comments section of Spivey’s
site or any of the Spivey support sites you will find lots of comments;

often hundreds of comments; but you’ll be hard pressed to find a
comment from anyone genuine these days. The genuine dissenting
voices have been banned from these forums.
Have you noticed that none of the trolls get banned from each other’s
sites - even though some are supposed to be at war with each other!
The last word goes to Pete North - How to be a complete bastard
http://howtobeacompletebastard.blogspot.co.uk/2014/06/tom-pridehypocrite.html [22/6/14]

